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Abstract
Subduction is the mechanism by which water masses formed in the mixed layer and near
the surface of the ocean find their way into the upper thermocline. The subduction process and its
underlying mechanisms were studied through a combination of Eulerian and Langrangian
measurements of velocity, measurements of tracer distrbutions and hydrographic properties and
modeling.
An aray of five surface moorings carg meteorological and oceanographic
instrmentation were deployed for a period of two years beginning in June 1991 as par of an
Office of Naval Research (ONR) funded Subduction experiment. Three eight month deployments
were planned. The initial deployment of five surface moorings took place during the third leg of
RN Oceanus cruise number 240. The moorings were deployed at 180N 34oW, 180N 22oW,
25.50N 290W, 330N 220W and 330N 34oW.
A Vector Averaging Wind Recorder (V A WR) and an Improved Meteorological Recorder
(IMET) collected wind speed and wind direction, sea surface temperature, air temperature, short
wave radiation, barometrc pressure and relative humidity. The IMET also measured precipitation.
The moorings were heavily instrmented below the surface with Vector Measuring Current Meters'
(VMCM) and single point temperature recorders.
Expendable bathythermograph (XBT) data were collected and meteorological observations
were made while transitting between mooring locations. .
This report describes the work that took place during RN Oceanus cruise 240 leg 3. It
includes a description of the instrmentation that was deployed, information about the XBT data
collected and plots of the data as well as a chronology of the cruise events.
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Section 1: Introduction
RI Oceanus cruse number 240, Leg 3 depard Funchal, Madeira on 17 June 1991 to
deploy five surface moorigs as par of the Offce of Naval Researh (ONR) funded ASTE and
Subducuon Experiments. This cruis involved both personnel and equipment from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Insutuuon (WHOI) and Scripps Inutuuon of Oceanography (SIO) .
Appendix 1 lists the members of the scienufc par. Table 1 lists the deployment posiuons and
dates for the moorigs deployed during the cruse. In addiuon to the mooring work hourly XBTs
and half hourly meteorological observauons were tan whie traniung between moorig site .
The moorig deployment schedule for the Subduction experiment is shown in Figure 1.
The moored aray deployed durng RI Oceanus cruse 240 was the first of thre settgs for the
Subducuon experiment and is therefore referred to as Subducuon 1. Three eight-month
deployments were planned so as to collect a two year data set Moorigs were recovered and
redeployed in Februar and October 1992. The final recovery of the aray wil take place in June
1993.
This report describes the work that took place durng RI Oceanus cruise number 240. It
includes a descripuon of the instrentauon that was deployed, informauon about the XBT data
collected, and a chronology of the cruse events.
1991
I I I I I I I I i I IJJASONDJFM
Oc-240 Oc-250i- 0
1992 I 1993
i i I I I II I I I I I I I IAM J J AS ON 0 JF M A M J J
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Subduction 3
Figure 1. Mooring Cruise Schedule
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Table 1. Subduction 1 Deployment Information
Section 2: The Mooring Program
A. Moorings and Buoys
Two of the five surface moorigs deployed in conjunction with the Subduction experiment
were prepared by WHOI. These moorings had a 10' diameter discus buoy as their priar
flotation at the surface. The WHOI moorings were deployed at the Norteast (NE) and Central (C)
sites of the aray. The other three moorigs were prepared by SIO and had 7'6" diameter toroid
shaped buoys for their primar flotation: The SIO moorings occupied the Southeast (SE),
Southwest (SW) and Nortwest (NW) sites of the ary. Figure 3 shows a line drawing of the
discus and toroid buoys with their instrented tower tops. Figure 4 schematicaly shows all five
moorings and the location of the subsudace instrmentation.
Meteorological instrmentation was mounted to both the discús and toroid buoys. A two
par aluminum tower was atthed to both buoy types. The top hal, which had al the
meteorological sensors, marne lantern and satellte antennae is the same for both buoy types so as
to minmize the differences between buoys and to faciltate assembly. The lower hal was specifc
to the buoy type and acts as an interface between the buoy hull and the tower top. The tower tops
were separte assemblies so that they could easily be replaced with new units contaning freshly
calbrated sensors when the moorigs were recovered and redeployed in Februar and October
1992.
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Figure 2. Oceanus 240 ship track and mooring positions
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Figure 3. Discus and toroid buoys with instrumented tower tops.
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Figure 4. instrument locations on the Subduction 1 moorings.
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B. Instrumentation
A tota of 97 reording instrents were deployed on Ùle five Subduction surace
moorings. There were 9 meteorological packages, 32 curnt meters, 53 temperature data loggers,
one acoustic Doppler profiler, one conductivity recording instrent and one tension recorder.
The specifc instrentation deployed durg Ùlis cruse is shown in Table 2 .
Meteorological Instrumentation
Four of Ùle five buoys (N, C, SE and SW) were outftted wiÙl two separate
meteorological intrents. One system was a Vector Averaging Wind Recorder N A WR) which
recorded measurements of wind speed and direction, ai temperature, relative humidity, barometrc
pressure, sea surface temperature, short wave radiation, and long wave radiation. Additional
inonnation about Ùle VA WR can be found in Trask et al.', 1989. The oÙler meteorological
package was an IMET (Iproved METeorological measurements) system which made
measurements of Ùle same varables as Ùle VA WR plus precipitation. Tables 3 and 4 provide
deta about Ùle individua sensors on Ùle VA WR and IMET systems respectively. BOÙl Ùle
VA WR and IMT systems individualy reorded al data internally as well as telemetered their data
via Argos. The VA WR stored its data on cassette tape every 15 minutes and Ùle IMET system
reorded on optical disk every minute. The NOrÙwest toroid was outfttd wiùl a single VA WR.
For boÙl Ùle discus and toroid buoys Ùle V AWR sensors (except sea temperature), and
electronics wiùl battery pack were attached to Ùle tower top. The sea surace temperature sensors
for boÙl Ùle VA WR and IMET systems were attched to Ùle buoy bridle approxiately 1 meter
below Ùle surface. The IMET sensors on Ùle discus and toroid buoys were configured the same
and mounted on the tower top. Sensor heights wiùl respect to the waterline are listed in table 5. In
Ùle case Ùle discus buoys the IMET electronics and rechargeable batteries were housed in the
discus buoy water tight instrment well. The toroids however had no instrent well and the'
electronics were fitted in a fiberglass weaÙlerproof enclosure which was secured to the deck of the
toroid. The batteries used to power the IMET system on Ùle toroids were Deep Sea Power and
Light (San Diego, CA) underwater batteries. These battries were housed in a stainless frame that
was clamped to Ùle inside of the buoy bridle. This configuration provided additional stability for
Ùle toroid buoy.
Prior to deployment the ai and sea temperatue sensors as well as the relative humidity
sensors were calbrated at WHOI. The calbrations of Ùle barometrc pressure sensors were
checked and if found out of speifcation were retured to the manufacturer for recalbration. The
short wave and long wave radiation sensors were calbrated by the manufacturer. The wind
dirction sensor readings were compard wiùl a known bearg to a fixed target. Detais of the
dirtion comparson tests can be found in Appendi 2.
Current Meters
A tota of 32 Vector Measurig Curnt Meters (VCM) provided by both WHOI and SIO
were deployed on the five Subduction surface moorigs. The 20 WHOI VMCMs were a modified
version of Ùle EG&G Sea Lin instrent whereas the 12 SIO VMCMs were built by Scripps
personneL. The sampling interval for the WHOI VMCMs was 7.5 minutes and for the SIO
VMCMs it was 15 minutes~
The WHOI VMCMs incorporated several changes to the stadard EG&G Sea Link
product. These included different propeller bearngs, a different plastic for Ùle propeller
10
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Table 2. Subduction 1 Instrumentation
Depth NE C SW SE NW
VAWR V-704WR V -722WR V-720WR V-721WR V-121WRIMT
10 VM-041 VM-035 SVM-Q4 SVM-12 S-3285
20 TEST STING 1 TEST STING2
30 VM-021 VM-033 SVM-07 VM-007 S-3315
40 TEST STING3
50 VM-039 VM-024 SVM-06 SVM-16 S-3294
60 W-3274 W-3309 S-3314 W-3297 W-3262
70 VM-032 VM-012 SVM-22 S-3282 S-3313
80 W-3265 W-3308 W-3279 S-3270 S-3260
-90 VM-022 VM-038 SVM-02 S-3298 S-3261
100 W-3288 W-3296 W-3303 S-3284 W-3258
110 VM-030 VM-009 SVM-05 S-2425 ADCP
S-3277
130 W-3269 W-3280 S-2427 S-2432 S-2434
150 VM-028 VM-037 SVM-20 S-2418 SVM-11
200 VM-018 VM-016 SVM-13 S-2424 SVM-lO
206 COND
300 W-3300 W-3289 S-2435 S-2433 S-2421
400 W-3305 W-3283 S-2437 S-2422 S-2431
580 W-3268 W-3271 W-3341 W-3290 W-3272
750 W-3286 VM-0l5 S-2436 S-2426 S-2420
1500 W-3293 VM-034 W-3287 W-3259 W-3273
3490 TENS 1029
3500 VM-O 11
W -# = WHOI Brancker Temperature Recorder
S-#= SiO Bracker Temperature Recorder
VM-# = WHOI Vector Measurg Curent Meter
SVM-#= SiO Vector Measurng Curent Meter
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Table 3. V A WR Sensor Specifications
Parameter Sensor Range Comments
Wind Speed Gil 3-cup 0.2-50 rns Vector-averaging
Anemometer
R.M. Young
Model 12170C 
100 ernrev
Wind Direction Integral Vane 0-360° Vector-averagig
wi Vane follower
WHOI I EG&G
Short wave Pyometer 0-1400 watts/m2 Average system
Radiation Eppley
Model: 8-48
Long wave Pyrgeometer 0-700 watts/m2 Average system
Radiation Model: PIR
Relative Humidity Varable 0-100% 3.5 secsample
Dielectrc
Conductor
Vaisala Humicap
Barmetrc Quarz Crystal 0-1034 mb 2.5 sec sample
PresSure Digiquarz (Burst taenmidwày
Paroscientific through avg. period)
Model: 215
Sea Temperatue Thermstor
-5 to +30°C 1/2 tie average
Thermometrcs Measured durng first
4K(ê 25° C half of avg. period.
Air Temperatue Thermstor
-10 to +35° C 1/2 tie average
Yellow Springs Measured durng 2nd
#44034 half of avg. period.
5K (ê 25°C
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Parameter
Wind Speed
and
Wind Direction
Short wave
Radiation
Long wave
Radiation
Relative Humidity
Barmetrc
Pressure
Sea Temperatue
Air Temperatue
Precipitation
Sensor
Table 4. IMET Sensor Specifications
Range
R.M. Young 0-60 m/sec
Model 5103
w/9 bit Gray
Code encoder and
KVH Industres
Model MC202 compass
Eppley Precision 0-1400 watts/m2
Spectral Pyometer
(PSP)
Eppley Precision 0-600 watts/m2
Infrared
Pyrgeometer (PIR)
Rotronic 0-100%
MP-IOOF
AI Inc 850-1050 mb
Model: DB-IA
Platium _50 to -+50 C
Resistance
Thermometer
Platinum -400 to -+50 C
Resistance
Thermometer
R.M. Young 0-50 mm
Model: 50201
Siphon Rain Gauge
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Comments
Vector-averaging
1 miute average
i minute average
i miute average
1 miute average
i miute average
1 miute average
Table 5. Height of Meteorological Sensors above a Nominal Waterline.
Discus* Toroid**
VAWR
Air Temperatuet
Relative Humidityt
Barometrc Pressure
Short wave Radiation
Long wave Radation
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
2.73
2.74
2.79
3.45
3.45
3.40
3.12
2.39
2.40
2.45
3.11
3.11
3.06
2.78
llT
Ai Temperatuet
Relative Humidityt
Barometrc Pressure
Short wave Radiation
Long wave Radiation
Wind Speed and Direction
Precipitation
2.79
2.79
2.76
3.45
3.45
3.17
3.15
2.45
2.45
2.41
3.11
3.11
2.83
2.81
* Waterline approximately .41 m from buoy deck
** Waterline approximately .43m from buoy deck
t Measurement to midpoint of shield
Units:= Meters above the waterline
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blades and a redesign of the instrent cage. The cage redesign is described in Trask ~ .a (1989)
as is some historical inormation on propeller beargs and blade materials.
For the first deployment of the Subduction experient the WHOI VMCMs in the upper 100
meters were outftted with cages that had 3/4" cage rods. The deeper instrments had cages with
1/2" cage rods. Al cages had a single cross brace to support the sting between the two sets of
propellers.
VMCM Beags
An alternative propeller bearg chosen for use in the Subduction experient was an al
silcon nitrde bal bearg (SiNi bal and races with a Duroid bal retaer) avaiable from
Miniature Precision Bearng (MPB), of Keene, New Hampshire as part number 10001-809. This
was selected over the typical stailess steel bearng based on previous test results, actual
deployments and the fact that the 8 month Subduction deployment would be 30% longer than most
previous deployments.
The 3/8" diaeter propeller shaft bal bearngs typicaly usd on VMCMs had stainless steel
races and bals. Both type 316 and 440 stainless steel bearngs had been used with varable results.
The type 316 beargs offered greater corrosion resistance but were a softer material and showed
excessive wear when used on near surace VMCMs. The type 440 staless beags were harder
and could tolerate the near surace conditions but were less resistive to corrosion than were the type
316 bearngs. The upper instrments requird a bearg material with greater wear resistace due
to the considerable relative motion they experienced introduced not only by the ocean currents and
orbita wave velocities but alo by the motion of the buoy as it tended to slide down the slope of
the waves seeking the trough. Corrosion was stil a factor but to a lesser degree. The deeper
instrents experienced less wave action and did not experience as much buoy motion as did the
near surface intrments. These bearngs were not being flushed as readiy as those near the
surface and corrosion by products could build up in the bearg and cause it to bind. A bearng
material more resistat to corrosion was therefore needed in the deeper environment. In the past
the Upper Ocean Processes Group (UOP) group had outftted the upper VMCMs with the type
44 stanless bearngs and the deeper instrents have had type 316 stailess beargs. Ths
configuration of bearngs seemed to just survve a 5 to 6 month deployment however the individual
surface mooring deployments for the Subduction experiment were planned for 8 months so an
alternative bearg material was needed.
Prvious test results indicated that silcone nitrde beargs might be a promising
alternative. The first tests of silcon nitrde bearngs were conducted in an accelerated wear test
fixture. Durig those tests it was found thatthe SiNi balls displayed considerably less wear than
did their stanless stel counterpar for the same operatig period. One of the original bearngs
with SiNi balls had been used on thee separate surface moorig deployments for a tota of 19
months. (Since the spin characteritics of these beargs continued to be satifactory they were
deployed for a four tie on one of the Subduction moorings). VMCMs with MPB SiNi bearngs
had been deployed on several different surface moorigs but none had the opportnity to be
reused. The longest deployment being 17 months. Ths however was not a typical deployment
since the moorig pared after 66 days on station. The currnt meters with the SiNi beargs fell to
the bottom (2845 m) and remaied there for 15 months with little to no propeller motion. Upon
recovery of these instrments the inspection of their beargs showed no detectable wear in either
the bals or the races. The longest deployment in which the MPB SiNi beargs had contiual use
was off Bermuda for 9 months. Following recovery these beargs were inspected and appeared
to be smooth and shiy with no visual wear. The races and balls were measured and there were no
differences between similar par. The Duroid bal retaer alo showed little to no wear.
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VMCM Propellers
The propellers for VMCMs which are commercially avaiable from EG&G Ocean Products
are manufactured by injection molding Delrn 577, a glass filled, ultraviolet stabilzed acetal plastic.
Individual blades of these propellers frequently retured from a deployment broken close to where
the blade is dovetailed into the hub. Some propellers retured completely intact, while others were
missing one or several blades and stil others had no blades at alL. Given the unpredictable nature of
the problem a UOP group policy was established to not reuse the Delrin 577 propellers. New
propellers were used every time the instrument was deployed.
The failure mode was first thought- to be due to fatigue. It was hypothesized that the blades
were constantly being flexed a finite amount unul they faied. To test this hypothesis a fixture was
set up in the laboratory to flex the propeller blade at an accelerated rate unti it failed. The signature
of the break caused by faugue in the laboratory did not, however, resemble that which was always
seen on the recovered propeller hubs. The signature of the at-sea break more closely resembled the
type of break that occurs when the blade is quickly broken by hand when sharly bending it
toward the front of the hub. Given the similarty of the breaks it was felt that the failure may be
due to a more rapid process such as impact possibly by fish rather than faugue.
Blade breakage however had not been a problem for SIO VMCM propellers. The SIO
blades were reused many times without any evidence of a breakage problem. The SIO blades were
machined rather than injection molded and were made from Delr 500 which is not glass
reinforced. A sample of the SIO blades along with both used and new Delrn 577 blades as well
as an unreinfored Delrn blade were tested by the Comtex Development Corporauon formerly ofBridgewater, MA. Thee mechanical tests namely a flexure strength test (ASTM D790) and
notched and unnotched IZOD Impact tests (ASTM 0256) were completed on each blade type to
assess the toughness and notch sensitivity of the materials.
Test results from the neW and used Delrn 577 indicate that there was no detectable
degradation in properties either with exposure to sea water or due to the stresses and fatigue of
operation. In comparng the glass reinforced material with that which was not reinforced it was
seen that the reinforcing fibers increased the flexure modulus by 45% but decreased the strength by
6.5%. Both of the factors are unfavorable because the reinforced blade cannot bend nearly as
much before it reaches its failure stress. This indicates that the unreinforced material wil bend
farher and absorb more energy before cracking. This conclusion was confirmed by the !ZOO
impact tests. The notched impact strength of the unreinforced blade was 77% higher than the
notched reinforced blade. In addition the unreinforced material had unnotched impact strengths 3
times greater than those for the reinforced blades.
Based on these results a decision was made to change to a unreinforced Delrn for the
VMCM propeller blades. The material chosen was unpigmented Delrin 100 ST which is impact
modified. The 100 ST has an Izod impact strength nearly 20 times greater than the Delrn 577
material. Since the flexural modulus of the 100ST is 180 kpsi vs 730 kpsi for the 577 material the
100 ST blades are considerably i,ore flexible. Concern that the propeller blade might flex to the
point of interferig with the VMCM sting led to several flow tests conducted by SIO personnel in
their hydraulics laboratory stratified flow channeL. The Delr 100 ST propellers were checked at
5,53, 76, 85,91,97, 107, 122, and 125 cm/sec flow. The sting was then rotated 180 degrees
and tested at 125 cmfsec thus checking the deflecuon of the propellers for forward and aft curents.
Thoughout these tests there was no visible deflection of the propellers blades and therefore no
interference with the sting. The clearance between the blades and sting remaied constant at
approximately.4" for the enure range of flows.
VMCM Bearng and Propeller Test Stings .
In order to conunue to gain experience with varous bearng materials several test stings
were deployed. The test sting consisted of a standard VMCM sting with two orthogonal hubs.
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Since there ar no electronics wired to the sting the pressure case was replaced by a short PVC
housing at the bas of the sting to provide a watertght seal and as a mean of attchment to the
cage.
Thre test stigs were deployed on the Subduction 1 moorigs. Test sting number one
(TS-l) was deployed at 20 meters depth on the Northeast discus mooring. Both hubs of the stig
were fittd with previously used MPB silicone nitrde beargs from the first Marne Light in the
Mixed Layer deployment in 1989 (MLML-89). The 3/8" bearngs (i.e. they have a .875" outside
diameter (O.D.) and .375" (3/8") bore) were glued to the 3/8" diameter type 316 stanless steel
propeller shafts using Loctite 271 and Prier T. Type 316 stanless steel C-rigs were used on the
shafts. The upper hub had propellers injection molded with Delr 577 and the lower hub had
WHOI assembled propellers with Delr 100 blades and Delri 577 propeller hubs.
Alo on the Norteast discus mooring but at 40 meters depth was another test stig (TS-3).
Both hubs on this test stig had used 3/8" bore bearngs that consisted of silcone nitrde balls and
tungsten carbide races. These beargs were used in instrments that were deployed in thee
previous experients. They were at 50 meters depth for 5 month during the Fronta Air Sea
Interaction Experient (F AS IN) , followed by 8 months at 30 meters on a pilot mooring for the
Subduction experiment caled the PreSubduction Experiment and then at 15 meters depth for 6
month as par of the second deployment of the Engineering Surface Oceanographic Moorig
(ESOM m for a tota of 19 months of operation at sea. The propeller shafts were 3/8" in diameter
and were type 316 stanless steel. Type 316 stailess steel C-rigs were used on both shafts. The
propellers on the upper hub had Delrin iooST blades with Delrin 577 hubs and the lower hub had
propellers with Delr 577 blades and hubs.
Another test sting, labeled TS-2 was deployed on the Southeast toroid moorig at 20
meters depth. The upper hub of this test stig was outftted with a p~r of used MPB silcon nitrde
beargs (par no. Jool-809) previously used iI the MLML-89 deployment described earlier. The
lower hub had a pair of n~w 440 stanless stel bearngs (MPB par no. SR6MCKHH 5). Both
upper and lower hubs had 3/8" diameter type 316 staless propeller snafts with 3/8" C-rigs of
unkown type stanless. The upper hub had Delrin iooST propeller blades and a Delr 577
propeller hub. The prop~llers on the lower hub had Delrin 577 blades and hubs.
Temperature Loggers
A tota of 53 temperatur data loggers manufactured by Richard Brancker Research Ltd.
were provided by both WHOI and SIO for the 5 Subduction moorings. The location of the loggers
ar shown in figure 4 and table 2. The loggers provided by WHOI were attached to the mooring
lie using a hige type clamp that was tightened around the wire. The SIO clamping argement
consisted of two 2-piece monel blocks which had been machied to accept the mooring wir. The
two pieces were clamped around the wire with .25" hardware.
Several different Brancker temperature recorder models were deployed. The SIO 2000
series instrents which had SIO fabricated pressur cases and endcaps sampled at 30 minute
intervals. The WHOI and SIO 3000 series instrments sampled at 15 minute intervals.
C. Underway Measurements
Expendable Bathythermographs (XBT)
Two hundred and sixty-eight XBTs were deployed during OC-240. The T -7 probes were
purchased from Sippican Inc. of Maron, MA. XBT data was logged on a NEC AP IV which
had a Spar of Canada data acquisition microprocessor card instaled. The digita data was
simultaeously logged in memory and plotted on the screen.
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Hourly XBTs were taen on the hour while the ship was underway. XBTs were
suspended when the ship was with 10 miles of a surace moorig. XBT positions and overplots
of the XBT data as well as several horizonta contour plots of temperature at varous depths and
vertcal setions of temperatu ar included in Appendi 3.
Meteorological Measurements
In addition to collecting hourly XBT data, meteorological observations of ai temperature,
relative humidity, relative wind speed and direction, (along with the ship's sped and direction),
barometrc pressur and sea surace (bucket) temperature were recorded every 30 minutes on the
hour and hal hour.
Section 3: Cruise Chronology
Leg 3 of Oceanus cruise number 240 depard Funchal, Madeira on June 17th, 1991 at
0714 UTC. The purpose of Leg 3 was to deploy a tota of five sudace moorigs for the ONR
funded ASTEX and Subduction Experients. The nominal mooring locations ar shown in
Figure 2.
Northeast Mooring
The first mooring to be deployed was the Norteast moorig shown schematicaly in
figure 5. Upon arval at the site a depth surey was conducted. The bottom was found to be
relatively flat with the moorig site having a corrted water depth of 5264 meters. Throughout
the depth survey, mooring deployment, and subsequent acoustic release/anchor survey GPS was
used durig al navigation.
FollowiIg the depth survey two acoustic releass were wire tested down to 100 meters
using the trawl winch. The CT/hydro winch was not used because the wire was removed to
lessen the ship's load which was at its maximum when the ship left Madeira. No problems were
encountered durig the release tests.
The mooring deployment began 7 nautical miles downwind (southeast) of the target. The
nea-surace instrentation were deployed first followed by the surace buoy and the remainder
of the moorig. Careful attention was paid to the target site so as to get the anchor as close to it as
possible. The anchor was deployed at 1642 UTC on 19 June 1991. Following the deployment an
acoustic release/anchor survey (figure 6) was conducted. Based on the anchor survey the
GPS anchor position for the Northeast Subduction mooring (WHOI mooring
number 914) was 33°00.07'N, 21°59.75'W.
Durg the anchor survey the ship was positioned 1/4 mile downwind of the sudace buoy
and measurments of sea sudace temperature, air temperature, relative humidity, barometrc
pressure, wind speed and direction were made every 5 minutes for 30 minutes The ship's position
at the sta of the meteorological observations was 32°59.362'N, 22°00.15lW.
Followig the anchor surey the ship returned to Madeira to load equipment that could not
fit durig the first par of the cruse. One toroid surace buoy and thre anchors with flp plates and
seven wir basets were loaded in Madeira. Durng the loading of the wire basets the shoreside
crae lost control of the load and dropped it between the ship and the quay. In so doing it damaged
the VA WR and one solar panel on the Southeast toroid sudace buoy. The wind sped and direction
head on the VA WR and solar panel were replaced with spars. Upon completion of loading and
fuelig in Madeira the ship depared at 200 on 19 June 1991 enroute to the Central mooring site.
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Figure 5. Subduction 1 Northeast Mooring Schematic
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Figure 6. Subduction 1 Northeast Acoustic Release Survey
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Whe enroute to the Central mooring site and thoughout the remaider of the cruse (except as
noted below) hourly XBTs were taken stang at position 31°17.67'N, 19°16.37W.
Central Mooring
The seond mooring to be deployed was the Central Subduction mooring shown
schematicaly in figur 7. Th moorig was unique in that it had two large clusters of glass bal
flotation separted by 200 meters of wir rope. It was a combination of a sUDace moorig and a
taught subsUDace mooring.
Deep curent measurments from tyical WHOI surface moorings have been dificult to
mak because the moorig incliation at depth can exceed the reommended 15 degres needed for
accurate curent measurements. In addition the compliance of the nylon below 200 meters results
in uncertty as to the depth of the measurements. The Central mooring design was a new design
intended to keep the 3500 meter deep VMCM a known distace off the bottom and at an acceptable
angle of incliation (0:15 degree).
The RN Oceanus arved at the Central Subduction moorig site at 1030 UTC on June 22,
1991. The depth survey was stad upon arval. The original proposed moorig site (25°30'N,
29°W) had an irgular sloping bottom and it was decided to move the site to the norteast about 3
nautical miles where the bottom was flat and unifonn. Following the depth survey one WHOI
acoustic relea and one SIO release were wire teted down to 100 meters.
"
"-
Upon completion of the acoustic releas wire tests the Oceanus moved to a position 7 miles
downwind (southwest) of the new mooring site in preparation for stang the mooring
deployment. The buoy and upper instrmentation were deployed without incident stang at 1445
UTC. The deployment contiued ,though to the wir-to-nylon shot which had al been pre-wound
on the winch. At this point the mooring was stopped off and towed while the remaining shots
were wound. Once the remaider of the mooring was on the winch, payout was resumed. The
ship's sped over the ground during the deployment of the first hal of the mooring (up to the first
cluster of.glas bals) was approxiately i knot. After the glass balls were deployed the ship's
speed was slowed to between.5 and.7 knots in anticipation of the increased drag due to the glass
bal. The anchor was deployed at 0027 UTC on June 23, 1991. Following the deployment an
anchor survey (figure 8) was conducted. The GPS anchor position for the Central
mooring (WHOI mooring number 915) was 25°31.90N, 28°57. 17W. The water
depth at the site was 5670 meters.
Following the deployment of the Central moorig, water samples were collected for Jim
Ledwell (WOI). Since there was no hydro wire on board the ship, a reel of 1/4" kevlar was
wound on the TSE moorig winch. Nine depths had previously ben marked on the kevlar where
Niskin bottles were to be placed. The Kevlar was deployed with a weight off the stem and Niskin
bottles were attched at the appropriate depths (50, 100, 150, 200,250,300,350,400 and 450
meters). The Nisken bottles were trpped at 0135 UTC on 23 June 1991 at position 25°32.817'N,
28°55.498W. The surface wire angle at the tie the samples were collected was measured to be
approxiately 30 degrees.
Pror to leaving the Central mooring site the Oceanus was positioned 1/4 mile downwind
of the sUDace buoy. Shipboard meteorological observations were logged every 5 minutes for
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Figure 7. Subduction 1 Central Mooring Schematic
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Figure 8. Subduction 1 Central Mooring Acoustic Release Survey
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30 minutes using the same procedures as were used for the Nonheast moorig. These intensive
meteorological observations were made at 25°31.53'N,28°57.91'W.
Southwest Mooring
The RN Oceanus arved at the Southwest mooring site at 2330 UTC on 24 June 1991. A
depth survey of the site was begun immediately. The original mooring site and the area around it
was found to be relatively flat with a corrected water depth of 5307 meters. Following the depth
survey an acoustic release wire test was conducted down to 1000 meters to test two SiO releases.
Both releases checked out without any problems.
The ship was then positioned 6 mies downwind of the proposed mooring site and
preparations were made for the deployment of the Southwest mooring. A schematic of the
mooring is shown in figure 9. The procedure used to deploy the SiO toroid moorig was nearly
identical to that used to deploy the discus moorings. The firt thee curent meters were placed in
the water first over the starboard side followed by the toroid buoy. Deployment of the upper.
instrments began at 0437 UTC. The buoy appeared to ride well even with the relatively light load
under it early on in the deployment. Care was taken to deploy the upper shots of wire slowly
while keeping the ship's speed at about .5 knots. Once more wire and instrmentation were
hanging below the buoy the payout rate was increased and the ship's speed was increased to
between .5 and i knot.. Payout was stopped once and the mooring was towed while the remaining
moorig components were wound onto the winch. Payout was resumed and the anchor was
deployed at 1312 UTC on 25 June 1991.
Immediately following the anchor deployment the'ship was positioned such that it could
observe the surface buoy as the anchor went to the bottom. The buoy was seen plowing through
the water at about 3 - 4 knots inclined at an angle of approximately 30°. As more time elapsed the
buoy appeared to get deeper into the water. This continued until the entire buoy including the
tower and instrentation were completely submerged. The buoy remained submerged for about
1-1.5 minutes. The buoy then reappeared on the surface and remaied there. The instrmentation
on the buoy was intact however Argos telemetr from the IMET package could not be detected.
Argos telemetr from the VA WR could stil be received. The water line was approximately 17"
from the top of the buoy hull with occasional wash over the entie hulL.
An acoustic release/ anchor survey was conducted (figure 10). Based on the results of this
survey the GPS anchor position for the Southwest Subduction mooring (WHOI
Mooring number 916) was 18°00.03'N, 33°59.96'W. Comparng the anchor drop
position with its final surveyed position indicates that the anchor fell back approximately 167
meters or 3.1 % of the water depth.
A decision was made to remain by the buoy overnight and monitor the Argos telemetr
from the V A WR. The marne lantern continued to function. Meteorological observations made
from the ship were compared with the Argos telemetr from the V A WR which appeared to
produce reasonable data thoughout the night. By morning a decision was made to leave the
Southwest moorig as deployed and steam for the Southeast moorig site.
The problems encountered at the Southwest mooring were discussed with personnel at both
SiO and WHO!. The consensus was that the buoy traveling on top of the water could not keep up
with the anchor descent rate and if the anchor could be slowed sufficiently then there was a chance
that the buoy would remain afoat. To slow the anchor's rate of descent its drg needed to be
increased. Despite the limited resources available on board ship a drag element was assembled.
Four empty wire reels were laid on their cheeks and aicrt strpped together. A fifth reel was
placed on top and through bolted to the bottom reels. This collection of reels were then captured in
a cargo net. A four pan bridle was then woven thugh the cargo net and attached to a sling lin.
Back of the env~lope calculations indicated that this conglomeration of reels would provide 3000 to
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Figure 9. Subduction 1 Southwest Mooring Schematic
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Figure 10. Subduction 1 Southwest Mooring Acoustic Release Survey
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500 pounds of drag slowing the anchor by 55 to 65%. Ths drag element was to be used on the
next toroid moorig.
Southeast Mooring
The RN Oceaus anved at the Southeast moorig site at 1835 UTC on 28 June 1991. A
depth survey was conducted and the bottom was found to be relatively flat with a corrcted water
depth of 3295 meters (Matthews corrction = 1 meter and trducer depth = 3 meters). Following
the depth survey the ship was positioned 4 nautical miles downwind/down swell to a position
south southeast of the site. A schematic of the Southeast moorig is shown in figure 11.
The first instrmentation was deployed at 2008 UTC on 28 June 1991. Since the mooring
was relatively short all but the adjustable shots fit on the winch drum. The mooring was towed for
about 20 minutes prior to launching the anchor at 0137 UTC 29 June 1991. Prior to the anchor
drop the drag element was positioned in the water at the staboard quarer but still tethered to the
ship. As the flp plate was raied to dump the anchor the tether line was cut. The cargo net of reels
followed the anchor without any apparnt problem.
The ship was then repositioned so that the buoy could be tracked on radar and watched as
the mooring settled out. Rada indicated that the buoy speed though the water was between 2.8
and 3.9 knots. The buoy's mare lantern helped to visually locate it and the ship's spot light was
focused on the buoy. As before the buoy slowly submerged and remaied submerged for about 30
seconds before rising up out of the water and remaiing afoat As tie passed the buoy rode
higher and higher in the water unti it finaly assumed the saie water line as the previo.us toroid.
Argos tranmissions from the VA WR were picked up after the buoy resuraced however no IMET
data was received. The ship maneuvered close to the buoy for a visual inpection and al
components appeard normal.
Whle near the buoy Argos telemetr from the VA WR was monitored and shipboard
meteorological observations were taken every 5 minutes for a period of 30 minutes. Based on the
incoming telemetered data the VA WR wind dirtion appeard to be incorrect by 90 - 100°. This
was the same VA WR that was damaged in Madeira by the faling wir baskets and which wasthought to have ben repaired. .
The ship remained near the buoy for several hours before moving off to conduct the anchor
survey. The results of the survey (figure 12) indicated that the GPS anchor position for the
Southeast Subduction mooring (WHOI mooring number 917) was 18°00.13'N,
22°00.00'W. Given the anchor drop position this indicates that the mooring fell back 250
meters or approxiately 7.6% of the water depth. Ths increase in fal back may very well have
been the result of the increased drag at the anchor. Following the survey the ship began steaming
to the Nortwest mooring site at 28°N, 34°W.
Having lost the IMET data telemetr and possibly al IMET data collection from a second
buoy due to submergence and not knowing where the failure was occurrg in the IMET or how to
prevent the toroids from submerging a decision was made to remove the IMET package from the
last toroid, leaving only the VA WR. Tests could therefore be conducted on the IMET unit at
WHOI so as to identiy the faiure mechanism and make the necessar changes before the
moorings were redeployed in Februar 1992.
A seond attmpt at keeping the toroid afoat was made by adding flotation to the
Nortwest toroid. One of the ship's ai fùled fenders was insertd in the toroid well, inflated and
seured in place with thre ratchet tye aircraft straps. The cylidrical shaped bumper which is
approximately 4 feet long and 3D" in diameter fit snugly in the toroid hole when inflated and
protrded above the buoy deck by about a third of its length. As placed in the toroid it would be
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Figure 11. Subduction 1 Southeast Mooring Schematic
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Figure 12. Subduction 1 Southeast Mooring Acoustic Release Survey
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fully submerged before the tower top was in the water. Based on its volume it could potentialy
provide approximately 1000 pounds of buoyancy.
While enroute to the Northwest mooring site the Oceanus visited the Central Subduction
moorig for a brief inspection and collection of shipboard meteorological observations. The ship
arved at the Central mooring at 0620 UTC on 1 July 1991. Prior to getting on station the buoy
was detected on radar approximately 7 mies away and the marne lantern could be seen 4 miles
away. While on station shipboard meteorological observations were taen every 5 minutes for 45
miutes. Simultaneously, telemetr from the buoy mounted V A WR and IMET systems was also
received. Since everything appeared functional the ship was again underway for the Nortwest
site by 0730 UTC.
Northwest Mooring
The ship arved at the Northwest site on 3 July 1991 at 0030 UTC. A depth survey was
stared as the ship approached the site and it was soon evident that the bathymetr was extremely
iregular and considerably shallower than had been expected. Having seen a more desirble area 6
mies to the southeast of the proposed mooring site a decision was made to conduct a depth survey
in that area. As expected the bottom in this area was extremely iregular due to its proximity to the
mid-Atlantic ridge. After a detaled depth survey a new site was chosen. The corrected water depth
at the new site was 3607 meters ( 3595 uncorrected + 10 meters Matthews Table correction + 3
meters transducer depth correction) The ship was then positioned at the site while two SiO
acoustic releases were wire tested down to 1000 meters. While conducting the release tests the
ship experienced a norterly set and the wind remaied out of the east norteast (bearng 0650) at
about 10 knots. (In hind sight more attention should have been paid to that northerly drft.)
Given the northerly drft and the need to hit the target precisely in order to be in the correct
water depth the ship was positioned 6 miles downwind (east southeast) of the new anchor site;
Even though the mooring was relatively short the extra distance was used as insurance in the event
that we encountered any problems durng the deployment.
On this parcular mooring there were no instrents near the surface so the buoy and
upper shot of chai were connected to the first shot of wire (with one temperature data logger at 10
meters), given plenty of scope and deployed at 0719 UTC on 3 July 1991. A schematic of the
Northwest mooring is shown in figure 13. Since there was little weight under the buoy when first
deployed it had a greater tendency to roll than did the other toroids. Once the buoy was deployed
and aft of the ship the ship's way was decreased to zero while the mooring was rehauled to the
point where the next temperature recorders could be attached. Minimum way was added after there
was suffcient weight below the buoy. During ths tie the ship was drting to the north at about
1 knot under the infuence of what turned out to be a relatively strong current. Ship's speed was
slowly increased up to 3 knots through the water before any significant easterly progress was
made. Thoughout the deployment the ship was steering a course of between 1300 and 1500 and
makg good a course of 090°. The mooring remaied strng out behind the ship off to the
northwest. The anchor was deployed at 1323 UTC in 3608 meters of water.
Imediately following the anchor deployment the ship was repositioned so as to monitor
the surface buoy both visually and on radar as the anchor descended to the bottom. Surace buoy
speeds reached 4 knots during which time the buoy remaied inclined at a 30° angle while it
traveled through the water. As the buoy became more vertcal, though still traveling though the
water, it submerged no deeper than 6 inches above the buoy deck. The buoy deck was submerged
for less than one miute. After several minutes it had attained the same water line as the other two
toroids deployed earlier. The additional flotation provided by the ship's fender was apparently
suffcient to keep the buoy from becoming fully submerged.
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Shipboard meteorological observations were made every 5 minutes for 30 minute while
the ship remaied about 1/4 mile downwind of the buoy. The V A WR data telemetr was
compared with shipboard observations and everying appead operational.
A surey of the acoustic releas position followed (figure 14). The GPS anchor
position for the Northwest Subduction mooring (WHOI mooring number 918) was
320 54.61'N, 330 53.50'W. Since the moorig was strng out to the norteast the anchor fell
back in that dition approxiately 10.2% of the water depth.
Following the anchor surey the ship headed for Azres arving Ponta Delgada on 5 July
1991 at 0828 UTe.
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Figure 13. Subduction 1 Northwest Mooring Schematic
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Figure 14. Subduction 1 Northwest Mooring Acoustic Release Survey
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Appendix 2
Wind Direction Sensor Comparison Tests
Par of the preparation of the meteorological packages includes checkig the wind direction
sensors. This consists of placing each buoy on a test station that can be rotated through 3600 and
diecting the wind vane to a fixed target at 600 inteivals. The diection is then computed from the
instrment compass and vane direction data. This procedure was followed both in Woods Hole
prior to shipping and again in Madeira on the dock prior to loading the buoys on the ship.
The test site in Woods Hole was located at the southern corner of the Clark - South
Laboratory parkig area. This site showed little horizontal or vertcal spatial varation in the
magnetic field. The buoys were mounted each in rum on a wooden and masonite rurntable, andthé
direction of a tree near the Clark building was measured from six buoy orientations. At each of the
six positions the wind vane was aligned to the tree by eye and locked in position. The data was
then read directly from the instrment. In the case of the V A WR the compass and vane positions
are added to obtain the wind vane direction in oceanographic convention (i.e. the wind direction of
flow from the nort is 1800). The magnetic bearng to the tree from the test site is 309.00.
Selection of a test site in Madeira was limited to the dock area that had been allocated for
our use. All the magnetic problems associated with a dock were present. Large overhead cranes,
the presence of steel reinforcing rods nearby, and the unkown strctue under the dock were
obvious problems. The direction checks in Madeira were conducted to identify any gross
problems that might have occured in the instrmentation during shipping and should not be
considered a calibration since careful selection of the site was not possible. The magnetic bearg
to thè distant object sited in Madeira was 3520. The data collected from both the V A WRs. and
IMETs are shown in Tables A2-1 and A2-2 respectively. .
Algebraically summng the possible contrbuting errors, the maximum allowable
instrmental error is six bits, and each binar bit equals 2.810, for a total possible error of +- 16.90.
The individual components of this uncertainty include contrbutions from the compass and vane-
follower which each have a linearty error specifcation of +- 2 bits, and a possible alignment error
of +- 1 bit.
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Table A2-1. V A WR wind direction sensor test results.
Precruise V A WR Flow Direction Calibration Tests
Woods Hole: 26 - 29 March 1991
NE C SW SE NW
303 307 310 303 304
304 305 313 301 307
303 306 309 303 309
306 310 309 304 309
309 310 306 301 304
307 312 310 304 304
Mea 305.33 308.33 309.5 302.67 306.17
Mean Diff.
-3.67 -.67 0.50 -6.33 -2.83
Funchal, Madeira: 8-9 June 1991
346 352 346 358 351
349 349 349 360 355
346 348 346 352 352
346 352 349 352 355
349 349 346 351 351
349 351 352 354 353
Mea 347.50 350.17 348.00 354.50 352.83
Mean Diff. -4.50
-1.83 -4.00 2.50 .83
Mean = average of six values
Diff. = (V A WR mius Landmark heading)
Mean Diff. = mean of six Diff. values
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Table A2-2. IMET wind direction sensor test results.
Precruse !MET Flow Direction Calibration Tests
Woods Hole: 26 - 29 March 1991
NE C SW SE NW
310.8 310.4 307.9 310.9 306.7
310.1 309.0 306.2 311.5 309.6
310.0 308.0 305.0 312.9 307.6
309.9 311.6 306.0 311.9 305.7
309.6 308.3 311.1 311.8 306.4
310.0 310.0 305.8 310.2 306.6
Mea 310.07 309.55 307.0 311.53 307.1
Mean Diff. 1.07 0.55 -2.0 2.53
-1.90
Funchal, Madeira 8-9 June 1991
352.0 352.3 353.1 350:3 355.1
352.0 350.8 349.7 351.6 350.5
350.1 352.6 350.9 353.5 350.5
357.4 350.5 348.5 350.8 348.6
350.7 351.0 348.2 354.1 349.3
354.3 351.5 348.1 352.5 350.5
Mea 351.92 351.45 349.75 352.13 350.75
Mean Diff.
-.08 -.55 -2.25 .13 -1.25
Mean = average of six values
Dif. = (V A WR minus Landmark heading)
Mean Diff. = mean of six Diff. values
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Appendix 3
XBT Data
Two hundred and fúty-six XBTs were deployed durng OC-240. The T-7 probes were
purchased from Sippican Inc. of Maron,Massachusett. The XBT data were logged on a NEC
AP IV which had a Spar of Canada Ltd. data acquisition microprocessor card instaed. The
digita data was simultaeously logged in memory and plottd on the scren.
Figure A3-1 (a through aa) shows the XBT profùes in groups of ten. Table A3-1 contas
the positions and time of the XBTs. Figure A3-2a shows the ship trck where the hourly XBTs
were dropped. Figure A3-2b though A3-2d ar contour plots ofXBT temperatures at the surface,
200 meters depth, and 500 meters depth respectively. Figure A3-3 detas the location of the XBT
setions that appear in Figur A3-4.
XBTs 1-36 have an offset because of a defective Sparon card in the NEC PC-AT.
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Figure A3-1a. Overplot of XBT Profies 1-9
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Figure A3-1b. Overplot of XBT Profies 10-19
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Figure A3-1c. Overplot of XBT Profies 20-29
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Figure A3-1d. Overplot of XBT Profies 30-39
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-le. Overplot of XBT Profies 40-49
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Figure A3-lf. Overplot of XBT Profies 50-59
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Figure A3-1g. Overplot of XBT Profies 60-69
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Figure A3-1h. Overplot of XBT Profies 70-79
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1i. Overplot of XBT Profies 80-89
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1j. Overplot of XBT Profies 90-99
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Figure A3-1k. Overplot of XBT Profies 100-109
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1I. Over plot of' XBT Profies 110-119
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1m. Overplot of XBT Profies 120-129
S uccessi ve Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1n. Overplot of XBT Profies 130-139
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-10. Overplot of XBT Profies 140-149
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1p. Overplot of XBT Profies 150-159
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1q. Overplot of XnT Profies 160-169
S uccessi ve Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1r. Overplot of XBT Profies 170-179
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Figure A3-1s. Overplot of XBT Profies 180-189
S uccessi ve Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-lt. Overplot of XBT Profies 190-199
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1u. Overplot of XBT Profies 200-209
Successive .Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1v. Overplot of XBT Profies 210-219
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1w. Overplot of XBT Profies 220-229
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Figure A3-1x. Overplot of XBT Profies 230-239
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1y. Overplot of XBT Profies 240-249
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-h. Overplot of XBT Profies 250-259
S uccessi ve Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Figure A3-1aa. Overplot of XBT Profies 260-269
Successive Profies are offset by 10 c.
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Table A3-1. Positions and Times of XBTs
seq. yymmdd hhmm latitude longitude temperature t\.
station date time degrees degrees surface 750m station
0001 910620 0804 31.293 -19.272 21.160 10.710 1
0002 910620 0908 31 .1 72 -19.468 20.520 10.940 2
0003 910620 1005 31.054 -19.652 21.210 10.950 30004 910620 1105 30.928 -19.853 20.690 11.070 4
0005 910620 1201 30.818 -20.030 21.010 10.840 5
0006 910620 1238 30.750 -20.123 21.090 10.740 6
0007 910620 1302 30.690 -20.217 21.110 10.880 7
0008 910620 1403 30.570 -20.413 21.300 11.580 8
0009 910620 1500 30.455 -20.602 36.140 12.840 9
0010 910620 1506 30.438 -20.628 21.380 13.080 1 0
0011 910620. 1603 30.336 -20.809 21.200 12.190 1 1
0012 910620 1701 30.229 -21.003 21.360 11.620 1 2
0013 910620 1759 30.115 -21.201 21.380 10.950 1 3
0014 910620 1901 29.992 -21.407 21.290 10.910 1 4
0015 910620 2002 29.875 -21.604 21.390 10.770 1 5
0016 910620 2109 29.753 -21.792 21.270 10.520 1 6
0017 910620 2202 29.652 -21.995 21.240 10.920 1 7
0018 910620 2312 29.525 -22.197 20.990 10.600 1 9
0019 910621 0005 29.410 -22.392 21.380 10.770 20
0020 910621 0102 29.290 -22.587 21.140 10.700 21
0021 910621 0201 29.165 .-22.778 21.270 10.740 .22
0022 910621 0301 29.052 -22.967 21.520 10.380 23
0023 910621 0401 28.937 -23.158 20.970 10.370 24
0024 910621 0503 28.822 -23.369 21.610 10.480 25
0025 910621 0602 28.716 -23.556 21.680 10.730 26
0026 91062f 0701 28.606 -23.753 21 .720 10.710 27
0027 910621 0802 28.489 -23.952 21.740 10.710 28
0028 910621 0900 28.367 -24.137 22.030 10.270 29
0029 910621 1006 28.255 -24.337 22.130 10.120 31
&
0030 910621 1104 28.135 -24.527 22.270 10.420 32
0031 910621 1203 28.022 -24.718 22.530 10.720 33 ;~Ê0032 910621 1308 27.890 -24.940 22.470 10.550 34
J\0033 910621 1403 27.790 -25.097 22.520 10.440 350034 910621 1500 27.680 -25.277 22.610 10.220 36
0035 910621 1600 27.562 -25.467 21.540 8.850 37
0036 910621 1700 27.461 -25.674 21.430 9.050 38
0037 910621 1800 27.346 -25.860 21.270 8.840 39
0038 910621 1900 27.234 -26.048 21.660 9.220 40
0039 910621 2003 27.114 -26.238 21.570 8.850 41
0040 910621 2104 26.995 -26.430 21.630 9.J 20 42
0041 910621 2209 26.872 -26.626 21.750 9.240 44
0042 910621 2306 26.774 -26.791 21.620 9.220 45
0043 910622 0001 26.668 -26.979 21.850 8.750 46
0044 910622 0103 26.559 -27.167 21.720 8.840 47
0045 910622 0202 26.441 -27.373 21.820 8.890 48
0046 910622 0302 26.331 -27.572 21.610 8.590 49
0047 910622 0401 26.225 -27.758 21.9.10 8.560 50
0048 910622 0501 26.113 -27.960 22.160 8.720 51
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0049 910622 0602 26.001 -28.153 22.260 8.640 520050 910622 0703 25.890 -28.348 22.280 8.830 530051 910622 0801 25.778 -28.534 22.050 8.510 540052 910622 0901 25.667 -28.734 22.280 8.420 550053 910623 0606 25.336 -29.084 22.410 8.530 560054 910623 0701 25.158 -29.207 22.440 8.420 570055 910623 0800 24.984 -29.313 22.530 8.590 58005.6 910623 0903 24.804 -29.452 22.440 8.330 590057 910623 1001 24.629 -29.569 22.420 8.100 600058 910623 1102 24.449 -29.687 22.470 8.590 610059 910623 1201 24.270 -29.812 22.500 8.670 620060 910623 1304 24.095 -29.933 22.810 8.170 630061 910623 1400 23.921 -30.053 22.740 8.070 640062 910623 1501 23.740 -30.180 22.660 7.960 650063 910623 1520 23.683 -30.218 22.830 7.860 660064 910623 1602 23.565 -30.302 22.760 7.610 670065 910623 1700 23.392 -30.427 22.580 7.640 680066 910623 1805 23.203 -30.565 22.940 7.810 700067 910623 1900 23.052 -30.679 23.160 7.740 710068 910623 2004 22.869 -30.804 23.080 7.260 720069 910623 2102 22.703
-30.909 23.010 6.930 730070 910623 2200 22.526 -31.017 23.040 7.4 70 740071 910623 2302 22.385
-31.115 23.240 6.910 750072 910623 0002 22.163 -31.213 23.160 7.570 760073 910624 0100 21.985 -31.323 23.040 7.290 770074 910624 0201 21.810 -31.442 22.820 7.450 780075 910624 0300 21.628 -31.567 22,830 7.190 790076 910624 0401 21.452 -31.696 22.960 7.430 800077 910624 0501 21.273 -31.832 23.000 7.660 810078 910624 0600 21.100
-31.957 22.860 7.720 820079 910624 0701 20.924 -32.082 22.910 7.640 830080 910624 0759 20.754 -32.212 22.800 7.340 840081 910624 0900 20.572 -32.334 23.120 7.570 850082 910624 1000 20.397 -32.440 23.070 6.880 860083 910624 1100 20.225
-32.555 23.210 7.000 870084 910624 1201 20.047 -32.665 23.380 7.010 880085 910624 1259 19.876
-32.773 23.300 6.750 890086 910624 1402 19.693
-32.897 23.400 6.970 900087 910624 1459 19.520
-33.011 23.520 6.960 910088 910624 1600 19.338
-33.136 23.440 7.050 920089 910624 1700 19.156
-33.259 23.530 7.070 930090 910624 1800 18.976 -33.384 23.530 6.850 940091 910624 1900 18.799
-33.495 23.630 6.900 950092 910624 2002 18.621
-33.610 23.660 6.740 960093 910624 2101 18.440
-33.725 23.390 6.360 970094 910624 2202 18.269
-33.504 23.450 6.460 980095 910624 2300 18.095
-33.943 23.480 6.400 990096 910626 0910 18.005
-33.743 23.230 6.650 1000097 910626 1003 18.003
-33.539 23.300 6.360 1010098 910626 1102 18.002
-33.343 23.230 6.290 1020099 910626 1201 17.991
-33.137 23.360 6.500 1030100 910626 1301 17.981
-32.970 23.470 6.640 1040101 910626 1401 17.971
-32.740 23.330 6.420 1050102 910626 1500 17.969 -32.540 23.260 6.620 106
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0103 910626 1601 17.967 -32.339 23.430 6.960 1070104 910626 1700 17.974 -32.141 23.450 6.970 1080105 910626 1800 17.980 -31.940 23.750 6.790 1090106 910626 1900 17.986
-31.737 23.530 6.790 1 1 00107 910626 2000 17.989
-31.535 23.520 6.940 1 1 10108 910626 2102 18.002 -31.319 23.520 6.910 1120109 910626 2202 17.998 -31.109 23.424 6.760 1130110 910626 2304 17.996
-30.906 23.570 6.810 114
0111 910626 0000 17.996
-30.712 23.320 7.010 1150112 910627 0101 18.005
-30.510 23.460 6.740 11 60113 910627 0207 18.012 -30.308 23.290 6.740 1170114 910627 0302 18.008 -30.108 23.220 6.590 11 80115 910627 0401 17.999
-29.913 23.130 6.770 1 190116 910627 0503 17.991
-29.704 22.990 6.690 1200117 910627 0601 17.987 -29.510 23.100 6.830 1 210118 910627 0702 17.984 -29.302 22.940 6.890 1220119 910627 0801 17.983 -29.097 23.110 6.830 1230120 910627 0902 1 7.-981
-28.894 23.120 6.900 124
0121 910627 1003 17.983 -28.680 22.900 6.850 1250122 910627 1102 17.985
-28.487 22.770 6.930 1260123 910627 1202 17.983 -28.282 22.730 6.840 1270124 910627 1301 17.980 -28.078 22.840 6.830 1280125 910627 1402 17.977 -27.882 22.970 6.790 1300126 910627 1500 17.967
-27.677 23.230 6.960 1300127 910627 1600 17.967 -27.470 23.060 6.910 . 1 310128 910627 1700 17.971 -27.268 23.450 6.790 1320129 910627 1800 . 17.977 -27.067 23.440 6.620 1330130 910627 1900 17.988 -26.865 23.510 6.980 1340131 910627 2000 18.002 -26.666 23.070 6.760 1350132 910627 2110 18.015 -26.405 23.210 6.800 138
01.33 910627 2202 18.017 -26.244 23.250 7.050 1390134 910627 2300 18.014 -26.042 22.930 6.980 1400135 910627 2359 18.002
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Figure A3-2 a, b, c, d
XBT positions on ship track, contoured temperature at 0, 200 and 500m.
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Appendix 4
Abridged Chronological Log
Oceanus sails
Underway watch begins
Weather is uneventful - various amounts of stratocumulus
clouds along transit with some taller cumulus clouds in patches
Fire and Boat Dril
Bottom survey started for Mooring 914 (NE corner) of Subduction/ASTEX array
Survey completed - proposed site depth 5264m
Release test 32 54.6550N 22 00.0630W
Mooring 914 begun" Buoy in water
Anchor drop
Anchor Survey Mooring 914 Anchor Position 33 00.07oN 21 59.750W
Meteorological Comparison between buoy and ship sensors'
holding position about 1/4 mile downwind of buoy
Underway to Madeira to pick up remaining buoy and mooring hardware
Suspend underway watch
In Port, SE buoy tower hit with cages while loading gear. VAWR and
solar panel damaged.
Oceanus sails heading for Central mooring site.
Resume underway met watch
Continuing half hour met watch and begin hourly XBT
Bottom survey started for Mooring 915 (Central)
Survey completed - proposed depth site 5673m
Release test
Mooring 915 begun Buoy in water
Anchor drop
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23 June
0135-204
0205-0341
0415-0445
0605
24 June
1400
2300
2220-
25 June
0100
0140-0332
0506
1312
1737-1 943
1620-1655
2000
26 June
0740
0900
27 June
28 June
1731
1946
1930
2027
29 June
0137
0215-0310
Hydrographic station for Jim Ledwell. Bottles at 50,100,150,200,250,300,350,
400,450
Position 25 32.8170N 28 55.4980W
Anchor Survey Mooring 915 Anchor Position 25 31.900N 28 57.1 ?OW
Meteorological Comparison between buoy and ship sensors
Ship stationed approx. 1/4 mile downwind
Resume underway met and XBT watch
Stop at Mail Buoy
Suspend underway watch
Bottom survey started for Mooring 916 (SW)
Survey completed - proposed depth 5300m
Release test
Mooring 916 begun Buoy in water
Anchor over
Buoy submerged for approx. 1.5 minutes before settling out
Hove to unti morning to check out meteorological sensors
Anchor SurVey Mooring 916 Anchor Position 18 00.0330N 33 00.950W
Meteorological Comparison between buoy and ship sensors
Ship stationed 1/4 mile downwind.
Meteorological watch resumed
Underway to SE Mooring site
Resume underway met and XBT watch
Bottom Survey started for Mooring 917 (SE)
Survey completed proposed depth 3295m
Suspend underway watch
Mooring 917 begun Buoy in water
Anchor over
Meteorological Comparison between buoy and ship sensors
Ship stationed 1/4 mile downwind
VAWR wind direction is oft 90-1000
76
29 June
0437 -0550 Anchor Survey Mooring 917 Anchor Position 18 00.130N 22 OO.OOoW
0558 Underway to Central Mooring for visual inspection onway to NW Mooring site
0700 Resume underway met and XBTsurvey
30 June
1 July
0500
0620
0630-0715
0730
0900
2 July
3 July
0000
0015-0359
0442-Ú550
0722
1323
1355-1425
Suspend underway watch
Arrive at Central Mooring
Meteorological comparison of buoy and ship sensors
Underway to NW mooring site
Resume underway met and XBT survey
Suspend underway watch
Bottom survey
Topography very irregular target position changed
Proposed site 3607 m 32 54.30oN 33 53.300W
Release test
Mooring 918 begun Buoy over
Anchor over
Meteorological comparison between mooring and ship sensors
Ship stationed 1/4 mile downwind
1433-1600 . Anchor survey Mooring 918 Anchor Position 32 54.610N 33 53.50oW
1605 Underway to the Azores
1700 Resume underway met and XBT watch
4 July
5 July
0828 Arrive Ponta Delgada
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